Winter Wonderland
Version: NA Z13 - 21.11.19
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zifGp5KTBKg

(Intro:)
Beautiful sight, we're happy tonight walking in a winter wonderland

(Verse:1)
TACIT Sleigh bells C ring are you listenin'
In the Dm lane snow is G7 glistenin'
A G7 beautiful Dm sight we're G7 happy to F-night
D7 Walkin' in a G7 winter wonderland

(Verse:2)
Gone C away is the blue bird
Here to Dm stay is a G7 new bird
He G7 sings a love Dm song as we G7 go a F-long
D7 Walkin' in a G7 winter wonderland

Chorus 1:
In E7 the meadow A we can build a E7 snowman
And pretend that A he is parson E7 Brown
G He'll say: are you C married? we'll say: G no man
But A you can do the D7 job when you're in to G-wn

(Verse:3)
Later on we'll conspire
As we Dm dream by the G7 fire
To G face un Dm afraid, the G7 plans that we ma F-de
D7 Walkin' in a win G7-ter wonderland

Chorus 1:
In E7 the meadow A we can build a E7 snowman
And pretend that A he is parson E7 Brown
G He'll say: are you C married? we'll say: G no man
But A you can do the D7 job when you're in to-G-wn

(Repeat Verse:3)
Lat-C-er on we'll conspire
As we Dm dream by the G7 fire
To G face un-Dm-afraid, the G7 plans that we ma-F-de
D7 Walkin' in a win-G7-ter wonder-C-land

D7 Walkin' in a win-G7-ter wonder-C-land

D7 Walkin' in a win-G7-ter wonder-C-land